In vivo noninvasive temperature measurement by B-mode ultrasound imaging.
This study investigated the use of ultrasound image analysis in quantifying temperature changes in tissue, both ex vivo and in vivo, undergoing local hyperthermia. Temperature estimation is based on the thermal dependence of the acoustic speed in a heated medium. Because standard beam-forming algorithms on clinical ultrasound scanners assume a constant acoustic speed, temperature-induced changes in acoustic speed produce apparent scatterer displacements in B-mode images. A cross-correlation algorithm computes axial speckle pattern displacement in B-mode images of heated tissue, and a theoretically derived temperature-displacement relationship is used to generate maps of temperature changes within the tissue. Validation experiments were performed on excised tissue and in murine subjects, wherein low-intensity ultrasound was used to thermally treat tissue for several minutes. Diagnostic temperature estimation was performed using a linear array ultrasound transducer, while a fine-wire thermocouple invasively measured the temperature change. Pearson correlations ± SDs between the image-derived and thermocouple-measured temperature changes were R² = 0.923 ± 0.066 for 4 thermal treatments of excised bovine muscle tissue and R² = 0.917 ± 0.036 for 4 treatments of in vivo murine tumor tissue. The average differences between the two temperature measurements were 0.87°C ± 0.72°C for ex vivo studies and 0.97°C ± 0.55°C for in vivo studies. Maps of the temperature change distribution in tissue were generated for each experiment. This study demonstrates that velocimetric measurement on B-mode images has potential to assess temperature changes noninvasively in clinical applications.